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A fun fantasy action role-playing game created by the developers of the Moonlight Blade series. It is an
action-RPG in which you can form a party with a variety of character classes to fight endless enemies. It

offers player-friendly, easy-to-understand battle and character development systems while retaining
rich and fluid graphics and music to increase the RPG experience. Key features: * The Lands Between, a
fantastic world full of myth * Character development and class system * Hundreds of various enemies in

various locations and with various skills and attacks * Brilliant music and graphics * Online-
asynchronous online play that loosely connects you to others in the world * Rich features such as two

female characters and an event scene that enables emotions About the publisher Cryptic Studios, Inc. is
a leading software developer and publisher of online games and multimedia products. Cryptic Studios is

a wholly owned subsidiary of Perfect World Entertainment Co., Ltd. Cryptic's worldwide network of
distribution partners is comprised of both major online game retailers and leading entertainment

industry companies. For more information visit: © Cryptic Studios, Inc. 2015. All rights reserved. This is
a trademark of Cryptic Studios, Inc. All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced,
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distributed, or transmitted in any form or by any means, including photocopying, recording, or other
electronic or mechanical methods, without

Features Key:
FREE TO PLAY: No level cap! You can continue developing your character as far as you like, as the chart

below shows.
SYSTEMIC STRUCTURE AND CHARACTER DEVELOPMENT Utilizing the Strategic Mechanics system that
was released with Elden Ring, you will develop your character while you compete in battle with other

players. Complete a variety of missions as you advance in rank, and then determine your own
progression in battle and strategy.

MULTIPLAYER ARENA AND BATTLE BOSSES You can either directly connect to other players and battle
by using a PvP mode or instead control your own powerful character and participate in the Theater of

Elden Rnidinngs, where you directly battle multi-level bosses. You can even play as Tarnished and battle
AI-controlled characters!

Theater of Elden Rnidinngs
New characters can play the Theater of Elden Rnidinngs, where they first have to deal with the boss, the White
Argyle (Elden Ring Story Ver02), and then defeat the Magocrat Parida (Elden Ring Story Ver03). Losing causes
the character to drop their Maelstrom yet they can still fight and have to re-enter the Ring if they did not obtain
a new Maelstrom. If a player is unsuccessful at the theater, their character will not leave the theater. 

Each time you fight a boss in the Theater of Elden Rnidinngs you will be able to acquire a special battle
treasure. You can view these when the character is in battle or, as a preview, before you enter the theater.

Item Bestiary
Each enemy has their attack animation that you can rewind by pressing H. 

Item Skills and Effects
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